Abstract. We report high resolution (λ/∆λ ∼ 48000) spectral observations of the yellow symbiotic star V417 Cen obtained in 2004. We find that the equivalent widths of the emission lines decreased, while the brightness increased. The FWHMs and wavelengths of the emission lines do not change.
Introduction
Symbiotic stars (SSs) are thought to comprise a compact object (usually a white dwarf) accreting from a cool giant. They offer a laboratory in which to study such processes as (1) mass loss from cool giants and the formation of nebulae, (2) accretion onto compact objects, radiative transfer in gaseous nebulae, (3) jets and outflows (i.e. Corradi, Mikolajewska & Mahoney 2003) .
V417 Centauri (HV 6516, ) is a poorly studied D'-type (yellow) symbiotic system surrounded by a faint asymmetric nebula. The symbiotic nature of the object was proposed by Steiner, Cieslinski & Jablonski (1988) . The cool component is a G2 Ib-II star, with log(L/L ⊙ ) = 3.5 and T ef f = 5000 K (van Winckel et al. 1994 ). Pereira, Cunha & Smith (2003) found atmospheric parameters T ef f = 6000, log g = 3.0, and spectral type F9 III/IV.
The binary period is not defined. Van Winckel et al. (1994) found a 245.68 day periodicity with an amplitude of 0.5 mag using Harvard and Sonneberg plates. Gromadzki et al. (2011) using optical photometric observations covering 20 years detected strong long term modulation with a period of about 1700 days and amplitude about 1.5 mag in V-band, in addition to variations with shorter time-scales and lower amplitudes. However, the long period seems to be noncoherent and the nature of light variations and the length of the orbital period remain unknown.
3 Interstellar extinction towards V417 Cen Fig. 1 . The lines KI λ7699.96 (upper) and NaD λ5889.95 (lower plot). The spectra are normalized to the local continuum. The blue line represents sp1, the black line -sp3, the red line -sp5, and the green line -sp8. The arrows indicate the non-variable part of the KI line, on which basis we estimate E B−V = 0.95 ± 0.10 (see the text).
The NaD 1 and NaD 2 lines as well as the KI λ7699 line are visible in our spectra and are plotted in Fig.1 . A clear variability is visible indicating that they have both stellar and interstellar origin. NaD lines are saturated and inappropriate for calculation of the interstellar extinction. We do detect a nonvariable part in KI λ7699 which has EW (KI λ7698.965) ≈ 0.24Å. Following the calibration of Munari & Zwitter (1997) this corresponds to E B−V = 0.95 ±0.10. This value is similar to the previous estimates of E B−V = 1.15 (Van Winckel et al. 1994 , obtained on the basis of HI line ratios) and E B−V ∼ 0.7 (Cieslinski, Elizalde & Steiner 1994 from the photometric colours). 
Tidal interaction between the components
The physics of tidal interaction for stars with convective envelopes has been analyzed by several authors. We use the estimate from Zahn (1977 Zahn ( , 1989 . The synchronization timescale in terms of the period is
where M g and M wd are the masses of the giant and white dwarf respectively in Solar units, and R g , L g are the radius and luminosity of the giant, also in Solar units. The orbital period P orb is measured in days. Following Hurley, Tout & Pols (2002) , the circularization time scale is:
where the mass ratio q 2 = M wd /M g . In Eq. 2, (k/T ) is derived from Rasio et al. (1996) , where k is an apsidal motion constant and T is the timescale on which significant changes in the orbit take place through tidal evolution:
where M env is the envelope's mass, and
where R env is the depth of the convective envelope. τ conv is the eddy turnover time scale (the time scale on which the largest convective cells turnover). The numerical factor f conv is
where P tid is the tidal pumping time scale given by
From Hut (1981) we can estimate the τ al to τ circ ratio:
where τ al is alignment time scale and α is a dimensionless quantity, representing the ratio of the orbital and rotational angular momentum:
where r g is the gyration radius of the giant. For stars with similar stellar parameters, the gyration radius is r g =0.14 (Claret 2007). We assume for the red giant R env = 0.9 R g and M env = 3.0 M ⊙ (Herwig 2005). Using stellar parameters
, we calculate P tid = 50 days, f conv = 1, τ conv = 0.29 yr, and (k/T ) = 0.055 yr −1 . From Eq. 1, Eq. 2 and Eq. 7 we calculate the tidal time scales.
If P orb = 1700 d, then the synchronization time scale τ sync = 5.75 × 10 7 yr; the circularization timescale τ circ = 1.4 × 10 10 yr; the alignment timescale τ al = 6.5 × 10 7 yr; the pseudo-synchronization time scale τ ps = 2.2 × 10 7 yr, and the tidal force does not play an important role.
If P orb = 245.68 d, then τ sync = 2.5 × 10 4 yr, τ circ = 4.6 × 10 5 yr, τ al = 2.8 × 10 4 yr, τ ps = 1 × 10 4 yr, and the orbital eccentricity could be as high as e ≈ 0.64, if the system is pseudo-synchronized. Corradi & Schwarz (1997) obtained 4000 yr for the age of the nebula around AS 201, and 40000 yr for that around V417 Cen. This means that the tidal force plays important role only if the shorter photometric period (∼ 250 d) is the orbital one.
Emission lines and spectral line variability in 2004

Diagnostic diagram λ5007/Hβ vs. λ4363/Hγ
The diagnostic diagram λ5007/Hβ vs. λ4363/Hγ for 174 flux measurements (planetary nebulae, S,D,D'-type symbiotic stars, and 6 peculiar objects) is presented by Baella (2010).
We calculate the ratio R 1 = λ5007/Hβ = 4.95, 4.47, 5.37, 5.19 and R 2 = λ4363/Hγ = 1.016, 0.916, 0.832, 1.154 for JD 2453107, JD 2453109, JD 2453159, JD 2453207 respectively. For every JD we use the average value from the two spectra obtained in the night. This corresponds to 4.5 < R 1 /R 2 < 6.4. However the symbiotic limit is R 1 /R 2 ≤ 3 (see Fig.1 of Baella 2010). This means that V417 Cen is located above the symbiotic limit -somewhere between symbiotics and peculiar objects.
Density and temperature of the forbidden lines region
In the Table 2 (Appenzeller & Oestreicher, 1988) . We do not detect emission lines with log N cr < 4.9 (e.g. [S II]λ6730), and we estimate the density of the forbidden lines region log N e ≈ 4.5 ± 0.5.
Using the latest collision strengths and line ratios for forbidden [O III] lines (Palay et al. 2012, Nahar & Ethan, private communication) , we obtain an estimation of the temperature in the forbidden lines region in the range T e = 75000 − 130000 K (for log N e ≈ 4.5). It seems that there is a tendency for T e to decrease as the brightness increases.
Emission lines variability
The emission line spectrum of V417 Cen is strongly variable. The photometric variability of the object at the time of our spectroscopic observations is shown in Fig.2 . The photometric data are taken from AAVSO. During the time of our observations, the brightness of the star varied as follows: at MJD2453107-2453109 V≈12.6-12.7, at MJD2453159 V≈12.3 and at MJD2453207 V≈11.4 mag. We had the chance to obtain spectra during the time of brightness changes. The brightness variability has been accompanied by changes in the emission lines. The variability of the Hα line is immediately apparent (see Fig.4 and Table.1). When the brightness of the star was 12.6-12.7 mag, the Hα emission line had equivalent width EW Hα ≈ 6.4±0.2Å and FWZI ≈ 290 km s −1 , with the line extending at zero intensity from -228 to +56 km s −1 and FWHM ≈ 52 km s −1 . When the star was brighter, at ≈ 11.3 mag, then EW Hα ≈ 2.9Å and FWZI ≈ 130 km s −1 , extending from -126 to +2 km s −1 , but with FWHM remaining practically the same.
The Balmer emission lines, appearing in the extended envelopes of symbiotic stars usually have an ordinary nebular profile with typical FWHM ≈ 100-150 km s −1 , for example AG Dra (Tomova & Tomov 1999) . When the star brightness increases, the EW of the line decreases. The FWHM and line fluxes of the Balmer lines remain unchanged. Our interpretation is that the continuum of G2 Ib-II supergiant was obscured by dust and after it the dust absorption decreased. In other words, during the time of the light minimum the G9 supergiant spectrum is veiled by dust.
Rapid rotation is a common property of the cool components of D' SSs (Jorissen et al. 2005 , Zamanov et al. 2006 . This fast rotation is due to the mass transfer (spin accretion from the former AGB) and/or the tidal force (Soker 2002; Ablimit & Lü 2012) . Fast rotation in D'-type symbiotics probably leads to the formation of a circumstellar disk as in the classical Be stars, where the fast rotation of the B star expels matter in the equatorial regions (see Porter & Rivinius 2003) . The geometry and kinematics of the circumstellar environment in Be stars is best explained by a rotationally supported relatively thin disk with very little outflow. The central B star is a fast rotator with a commonly quoted mean value of about 70% -80% of the critical velocity, i.e. the ratio v rot /v cr ∼ 0.7. Regarding the ratio v rot /v cr ∼ 0.7 the rotation of the G2Ib-II component is similar to the Be stars. This is estimated as v sin i = 75 km s −1 , which is 71% of the critical value and implies a short rotation period of the mass donor P rot ≤ 51 d (Zamanov et al. 2006) . By analogy with the Be stars and Be/X-ray binaries, we expect a rotationally supported disk around the supergiant in V417 Cen with little outflow.
The far-IR data (Kenyon, Fernandez-Castro & Stencel 1988) for D'-type symbiotics indicate optically thick dust clouds, with temperature T dust ∼ 100− 400 K (Kenyon, Fernandez-Castro & Stencel 1988) . The IR colours of V417 Cen reveal the presence of warmer dust more similar to D-type symbiotics. The IR energy distribution peaks in the L band (3.79 µm), corresponding to a dust temperature of 800 K. The infrared excess is broad and cannot be fitted with a single black body, indicating temperature stratification in the dust (van Winckel et al. 1994) . Angeloni et al. (2007) , for another D'-type symbiotic HD330036, detected three dust shells, which are probably circumbinary.
The IR energy distribution of V417 Cen is similar to the distribution in D-type symbiotics with resolved bipolar nebulae like BI Cru, He 2-104 and R Aqr (Schwarz & Corradi 1992) , with a broad IR excess peaking in the L band. In these systems, an excretion disk is thought to provide equatorial density enhancement.
Where is the dust located? There are three suggestions for this:
-The hot component lies outside the dust shell that enshrouds the giant companion (as suggested for D-type symbiotics by Kenyon, Fernandez-Castro & Stencel 1986 ). -The dust is located around the hot component and at L 4 and L 5 Lagrangian points (Gromadzki et al. 2011 ). -Dust shells are circumbinary, i.e. the orbital period is short and the supergiant and WD are in the centre of the dust shells, as supposed by Angeloni et al. (2007) for HD330036.
Conclusion
We report 8 high resolution spectra of the D'-type symbiotic star V417 Cen obtained between April -July 2004, when the star's V-band brightness increased from 12.4 m to 11.5 m . We find that the equivalent widths of the emission lines decreased, while the brightness increased. The FWHMs and wavelengths of the emission lines do not change.
It On the basis of the KI λ7698.965 interstellar line, the interstellar extinction towards V417 Cen is estimated as E B−V = 0.95 ±0.10.
Using the [O III] lines, we obtain a rough estimation of the density and the temperature in the forbidden line region log N e ≈ 4.5 ± 0.5 and T e = 100000 ± 25000 K.
